While implementing new security solutions can be exciting for a company, optimizing them for specific environments can put stress on already limited IT resources. The need to protect, identify, and act on progressive threats can be challenging for even the most experienced security teams. Cylance Consulting’s proven methodologies ensure that maximum value and security is achieved as quickly as possible with little to no disruption to systems or vital processes.

ThreatZERO experts provide a refreshing mix of technological expertise and personalized white glove service to optimize CylancePROTECT® and CylanceOPTICS™ and move environments into prevention while providing measurable results of progress throughout the process.

Our team offers:

- **ThreatZERO (Foundational)** — Complete implementation and operationalization of CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS
- **Managed Prevention** — Foundational ThreatZERO coupled with subscription-based monthly or quarterly maintenance to ensure environments stay in prevention
- **ThreatZERO Resident Expert** — Dedicated, on-site staff augmentation resources help deploy, manage, and operationalize CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS
- **ThreatZERO Assurance** — Assists existing ThreatZERO clients in re-establishing their prevention status and maintaining that status moving forward through monthly/quarterly checks
- **ThreatZERO Training** — Best practices solution training for product administrators and users to optimize security, maintenance, and return on investment

To find out how Cylance Consulting can help your organization to achieve, maintain, and monitor prevention in your environment, please contact us for a consultation.

**Benefits:**

- Accelerated pathway to prevention from cyber attacks
- Measurable prevention is demonstrated throughout the process
- Expert solution tuning for CylancePROTECT and CylanceOPTICS
- Reduced overhead through expert guidance and knowledge transfer to staff
- Separate the signal from the noise of commodity malware and adware
- Maintain prevention status through quarterly maintenance and remediation
- Advanced EDR tuning to provide visibility into TTPs and interesting artifacts